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So …
Why is marketing so 
underestimated in OSS 
projects?
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454% benefit directly from the project



Respondents
iDempiere Others

Respondents 8 5
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Proactive Directly
Approached

Respondents 7 6



Barriers and 
Threats
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1.
Transition 
headline

Marketing should aim to understand customers so well 
that the product fits them and sells itself

1.



Lack of 
resources
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Fear of losing 
control over the 

project



Marketing is only for selling and 
promising non-existing features

Diminishing task
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“
Perhaps we just need to use a different 
word. We may need to use community 
development or project advocacy as a 

word in the open-source realm as 
opposed to marketing, and perhaps then 
people will realize that they need to do it

Nithya Ruff
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“
you are selling something with open 

source projects. You are selling ideas, and 
in exchange, you are asking for something 

extremely valuable: people’s time and 
attention.

Straughan
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Summary of 
the barriers
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○ Lack of interest
○ Lack of resources
○ Fear of losing control
○ General misconception 



Co-marketing
When the community culture is well defined, with tools as 
a code of conduct; the community participants are more 

prone to embrace co-marketing efforts.
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Marketing should make 
selling unnecessary

Marketing

Marketing deals with 
consumers more than 
any other business 
function
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Marketing 
Environment
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Branding
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OSS business 
ecosystems
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OSS business 
ecosystems
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The goal of marketing in OS should 
focus on increasing brand 

awareness and credibility in the 
market to attract contributors, 

even when the project is not a product, 
it is a brand and marketing can lead it 

to be a successful one.
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Firm 
involvement Short-term Popularity

Long-term issues with 
quality code
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Parasitic

firm 
wins/community 
loses

Symbiotic

firm 
wins/community 
wins

Commensalistic

firm 
wins/community 
indifferent

Approaches 
used by firms 
to inter-relate 

with OSS 
communities
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How do other 
OSS projects 

do marketing?
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Attract 
contributors

○ Ease the task of contributing
○ First marketing tool of any OSS project is 

the code
○ Wiki and website
○ Everything that interacts with the user is 

marketing (community culture is crucial)
○ Transparency is key
○ Communication is essential
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How?

○ Community culture, values and standards 
must be well defined

○ Community inclusive marketing 
(Community-generated)

○ Co-marketing efforts
○ Look internally for expertise or outwards to 

an umbrella organization
○ Leverage community skills
○ Align the ideas of the technical steering 

leaders
○ Sub-community or committee
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Buyer model in 
OSS
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Examples
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The Node Foundation does marketing through 
community-generated content with its 
Enterprise Conversation podcast series. This 
program highlights how companies like Netflix, 
Lowe’s, SkyCatch, Twitter, and Google use Node 

Hyperledger benefits from the content 
contributions from its large community, the 
Developer Showcase blog series publishes two 
to three posts per month.



Examples
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Examples
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Summary
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○ Clear mission
○ Guidelines
○ Code of conduct
○ Clearly defined goals
○ Easy explanation of how to join and help 

the project. 
○ All of these resources are publicly accessible 

to keep authenticity, transparency, generate 
trust among the community and reduce the 
feeling of being hijacked or overly 
influenced by one company.



Identity

Execution

Discovery
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○ ADempiere marketing efforts
○ No clear or active community leader
○ Community should be more proactive and 

self-organized
○ No active marketing besides WOM
○ Budget openness could improve

“Control is through a network of trust and openness of 
informations.” 

Internal 
analysis
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Image misuse
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Image misuse
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Brand identity

A high-quality, 
transparent, collaborative 
and supportive project. 

Brand image

Brand image was identified as a high-quality project 
with a slow and steady growing pace, not easy to 
contribute, with a supportive community, and with a 
great dependency on its leaders

Brand identity 
and brand 

image
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Community culture, OS nature and project leaders 
are seen as the greatest asset



○ Code
○ Documentation 
○ Easiness to contribute
○ Community culture
○ Mission and goals
○ Transparency

iDempiere 
regarding OSS 

marketing 
tools
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External 
analysis
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Open source policy initiatives
38

Bulgaria

350 government OS policy initiatives by 2010



Economic 
Factors
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Economic 
Factors
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Economic 
Factors
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Social Factors

28% contribute less than once per year

36% of developers have never 
contributed to an OSS
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Social
Factors
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Social
Factors
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Micro 
environment
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Consumers and producers
Motivations

INTERNAL MOTIVATIONS

79% the desire to feel competent and self-determined

27.8% Feeling identified with a community
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Consumers and producers
Motivations

EXTERNAL MOTIVATIONS

88.3% Investing in human capital (96.9% among students)

Peer recognition and self marketing
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Consumers and producers
Motivations

Lack of training opportunities and the lack of documentation were the top

two biggest challenges for OS developers worldwide as of 2018
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Consumers and producers
Motivations

The ease to develop IT projects.

“Open source takes advantage of groupthink to make an application or a 
service as good as it can be in as efficient a manner as possible.”
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Target Market

Skilled IT professionals and IT students, who are interested in building a 
reputation in the market, gaining code experience, learn from a skillful 
community and have the same values as the project looking forward to 

participating in an OS project.
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Target Market

Companies, that make a profit from services related to ERP software 
(implementer or consultants) and want freedom from vendors and to 

reduce the costs of development by sharing the efforts with a 
community.
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Positioning

● Its truly open-source nature.

• Attribution and recognition.

• High-quality focus.

• Supportive community.
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Positioning Statement

“For developers and organizations that are looking for freedom and 
want to participate in an environment where their contributions 
matter and are recognized, iDempiere is an open-source business 
software of great quality with a supportive and skilled community 
always keen to help. Unlike other open-source business solutions, 
our project will always be free and open.”
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Mission
To help companies around the world to grow with 

freedom. To do this, we focus on high-quality code and 
we have established a culture that supports, 

recognizes, and respects our great community, so they 
can share their knowledge with the world.
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Vision
To be the world’s best free open source enterprise 
software which inspires organisations to share and 

construct win-win relationships with the community. 
Our goal is to have a slim core surrounded by a range 

of plugins to accompany any business need. Our 
promise is to provide reliable software and stay open 

source to bring software freedom to the world.
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● Fairness.
● Respect.
● Diversity.
● Collaboration
● Inclusivity.
● Transparency.
● Quality.
● Freedom.
● Attribution.
● Think of the greater good.

Values
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Value proposition

Idempiere helps organizations grow with freedom by 
providing them high-quality software without 

restrictions, made by a worldwide community of highly 
skilled members.
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Place your screenshot 
here

61
Execution phase



Brand voice professional and friendly
● Website and social media make newcomers feel welcome 

and appreciated
● Public brand guidelines
● Mid-term goals
● Participate in OSS events to spread the word
● Sponsor “request”
● Conferences more often
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● University relationships
● Support for students
● Project proposals
● Official tag or section for newbies
● Official blog page → link existing resources
● Customer reviews and testimonials
● TRADEMARK GUIDELINES
● Programs such as “Star documentation specialist”
● Marketing committee
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The Law of Extensions: the easiest way to destroy a 
brand is to put its name on everything.

When a brand name is put in different products, 
once a product fails the core brand undermined.
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This is just a proposal ...

But the open-source/proprietary software war is 
over
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Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find me at druiz@bx-service.com
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